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The phenomenon of chirality induced spin selectivity (CISS) has

triggered significant activity in recent years, although many aspects

of it remain to be understood. For example, most investigations are

focused on spin polarizations collinear to the charge current,

and hence longitudinal magnetoconductance (MC) is commonly

studied in two-terminal transport experiments. Very little is known

about the transverse spin components and transverse MC – their

existence, as well as any dependence of this component on

chirality. Furthermore, the measurement of the CISS effect via two-

terminal MC experiments remains a controversial topic. Detection of

this effect in the linear response regime is debated, with contra-

dicting reports in the literature. Finally, the potential influence of the

well-known electric magnetochiral effect on CISS remains unclear.

To shed light on these issues, in this work we have investigated the

bias dependence of the CISS effect using planar carbon nanotube

networks functionalized with chiral molecules. We find that (a)

transverse MC exists and exhibits tell-tale signs of the CISS effect,

(b) transverse CISS MC vanishes in the linear response regime estab-

lishing the validity of Onsager’s relation in two-terminal CISS systems,

and finally (c) the CISS signal remains present even in the absence of

electric magneto chiral effects, suggesting the existence of an alter-

native physical origin of CISS MC.

Chirality refers to entities that are non-superimposable mirror
images of each other. Traditionally, chirality has played a
fundamental role in the areas of chemistry and biology, because

many organic molecules are chiral and their interactions are
governed by their respective chiralities.1 The interplay between
chirality and magnetic field, and their manifestation in various
optical and transport processes have also been explored in the
past few decades.2 The connection between the chirality of a
medium and the spin of a charge carrier in that medium is a
relatively recent endeavour.3,4 It has been found by various
optical, transport and electrochemical experiments that there
exists a correlation between carrier spin and medium chirality,
and that the passage of a spin unpolarized carrier population
through a chiral medium can impart a chirality-dependent spin
polarization to the carriers.3,4 This phenomenon, commonly
dubbed as ‘‘Chirality induced spin selectivity’’ or CISS, has
profound implications in the areas of condensed matter, device
physics and spintronics, as well as various electron transfer
processes in chemical and biological systems.3,4

In the CISS effect, the chiral medium can be considered as a
spin filter material, in which the generated spin polarization is
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New concepts
In this paper, the following new concepts have been introduced: (a) in a
chiral spin selective device, spin components exist along directions
transverse to the charge current. Existing models of chirality induced
spin selectivity (CISS) always assume that the spin components are
longitudinal, i.e. parallel or antiparallel to carrier velocity. Our study
shows that this is not necessarily the case. (b) We show that in a chiral
spin selective device, Onsager’s reciprocity principle holds in the linear
response region. In the current literature, there is significant controversy
on this topic. Here, we establish the validity of this principle by directly
probing the linear response range. (c) CISS has a physical origin that is
independent of electromagnetochiral anisotropy. Some recent studies
have suggested that CISS may originate from electromagnetochiral aniso-
tropy effects in a chiral medium. Our experiments show that this is not
the case. The CISS phenomenon is extremely important for multiple
disciplines such as chemistry, solid-state physics, device electronics and
spintronics. However, many aspects of it still remain less understood. The
new concepts described above are expected to clarify some of these
aspects, and are expected to have direct implications for CISS based
spintronics device design and operation.
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expected to have a component parallel or antiparallel to the
direction of the charge current (depending on the chirality).3,5

In the context of solid state devices, CISS is often studied using
a two-terminal geometry, in which a chiral layer is contacted by
a ferromagnetic and a non-magnetic electrode.6–10 As the ferro-
magnet magnetization m is switched between parallel and
antiparallel to the current via a global magnetic field B, it offers
different transmission probabilities to the carrier spins, resulting
in different currents (I+ a I�). This difference is typically reported
as the CISS signal and is quantified by various parameters such as
differential conductance (DG),10 relative change in resistance with
respect to some reference resistance (DR/R),9 or relative change in
current with respect to some reference current (DI/I).7,8,11 The sign
of these quantities flips for the opposite chirality. In two-terminal
transport experiments, such observations are commonly attribu-
ted to the manifestation of the CISS effect.

Due to the collinearity of spins and current, a longitudinal
measurement geometry is typically used in two-terminal setups
in which m (and B) are collinear with I. The carriers can have a
net transverse spin component as well, although very little is
known about those components and their chirality depen-
dence. Ref. 12 showed by theoretical calculations that the final
emerging spin polarization has a non-trivial dependence on the
details of the molecules, coupling to the leads, energy of the
incoming electrons, etc. As such, the topic of CISS MC in a
transverse geometry (B and m perpendicular to I) remains
underexplored.

Critical analysis of the CISS MC effect described above has
been a topic of significant discussion in recent years.13–18

According to Onsager’s reciprocity principle, in a two terminal
device with only one magnetic contact, two terminal current I
must remain unchanged under magnetization reversal i.e. I
(+m, V) = I (�m, V), where V is the applied bias in the linear
response regime. Therefore, no CISS MC can exist in two-
terminal devices with only one magnetic contact, at least in
the linear regime.13,14 This restriction implies that experimen-
tally observed CISS MC must be a higher order nonlinear effect,
where Onsager’s restriction does not necessarily apply.19

Recent experiments have indeed noted the importance of
transport nonlinearity in the bias range where the CISS signal
manifests.8 However, the existence of CISS in the linear
response range remains controversial.17,18 Some experimental
work shows zero CISS signal at low bias,7 whereas some other
experiments appear to report non-zero CISS effect in this range,
and hence apparent violation of the Onsager reciprocity
condition.8,10,11

Validity of the reciprocity principle can be directly checked
by determining linear response conductances for +m and �m,
which, however, has not been reported in CISS systems. This is
presumably due to very low current values in the low bias range,
which is a common characteristic of molecular systems, since
these materials are essentially insulators in terms of their bulk
electronic properties. We note that the CISS signal has been
detected in chiral crystals using alternative schemes such as the
inverse spin Hall effect.20,21 In the current study, however, our
focus is on the two terminal geometry with one ferromagnetic

contact because of its wide use in the literature as a CISS
detection technique, as well as due to the potential practical
importance of this simple geometry in logic and memory
applications.22,23

Despite significant advances in recent years, the underlying
physical mechanism of CISS remains elusive.3,4 In purely mole-
cular systems, the magnitude of the CISS effect is significantly
higher than the spin–orbit and hyperfine coupling strengths of
the constituent molecules, and has weak dependence on tem-
perature. Such features have not been adequately described by
any microscopic theory, suggesting the absence of a critical
ingredient in the theoretical models, and has motivated the
search for alternative explanations.4,15,16 In particular, ref. 15 has
suggested a possible explanation of the CISS MC, which relies on
electric magnetochiral anisotropy (EMChA) coupled with high
resistance of the chiral molecular layers typically present in CISS
experiments. The phenomenon of EMChA manifests in chiral
materials and introduces a resistance term of the form wD/LI�B,
where D and L indicate the handedness of the chiral material,
with wD = �wL.2,24,25 The resistance of the chiral conductor
therefore depends on the relative orientation of bias current I
and magnetic field B, and hence exhibits an asymmetric diode-
like behavior as a function of the applied bias, for a fixed
magnetic field. If the magnetic field is reversed, the diode-like
response will also get inverted with respect to bias, resulting in
an MC effect. We note that in the case of CISS, however, the I–V
response for a fixed B is antisymmetric relative to bias, and not
diode-like as in EMChA.3

According to ref. 15, in a typical two-terminal CISS experi-
ment, since the chiral material offers different resistances
between positive and negative magnetic fields due to EMChA,
it can potentially affect the accumulated charge on the insulat-
ing layer, thereby changing the effective potential barrier
between the electrodes. This can result in an MC effect that is
typically observed in the CISS experiments. As described above,
in most CISS experiments B is parallel (or antiparallel) to I,
which may result in a non-zero EMChA contribution, and the
validity of the above model for these experimental setups
remains to be established.6,8–10,26,27 Most importantly, when B
and I are perpendicular, the EMChA contribution should be zero
and there should not be any EMChA-induced MC asymmetry
between +B and �B for a fixed bias and chirality. If any CISS
effect that is independent of EMChA exists, it should manifest
in this configuration. To avoid or minimize any potential
contribution of EMChA, it is therefore necessary to perform
the transport experiments in a transverse configuration in
which B is perpendicular to I.

Results and discussion

To investigate the above aspects of CISS MC, we have consid-
ered planar two-terminal devices with one magnetic electrode
(Ni) and one non-magnetic electrode (Au), in the presence of a
transverse (out of plane) magnetic field B (Fig. 1(a)). The role of
the chiral layer is played by a network of carbon nanotubes
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(CNTs), functionalized with chiral dipeptide molecules (diphe-
nylalanine or FF, L/D) attached with an Fmoc (Fluorenylmethyl-
oxycarbonyl) functional group. In addition, there are trace
amounts of D-glucono-d-lactone (or, GdL) present in the system,
which affects the supramolecular chirality of the medium and
hence any chirality-dependent transport phenomenon.28,29 The

molecular structures are schematically shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†).
Compared to the vertically stacked molecular layers commonly
reported in the literature, the planar device has several advan-
tages. For example, (a) it is free of any pinhole shorts, and
avoids any spurious effect that can affect the transport data, (b)
due to high conductivity compared to the molecules, the low
bias linear range conductance can be directly measured, and
finally (c) high conductivity of CNTs also reduces any charge
accumulation and associated EMChA effects discussed above.
Furthermore, the data is significantly less prone to measure-
ment fluctuations, thereby avoiding the need to perform sta-
tistical averages of a large number of measurements, except in
the limit of very low bias. The CNT-peptide hybrid structure is
stable and shows reproducible transport characteristics over
periods of several months. Since the magnetic field is perpendi-
cular to the plane, it is normal to all current paths in the plane,
and eliminates any EMChA effect. Ni magnetization is also
perpendicular to the plane, which enables the measurement of
any transverse CISS MC.

Synthesis of Fmoc-FF functionalized CNTs has been
described in detail in the past.28–30 Briefly, a basic aqueous
solution of Fmoc-FF was prepared and a CNT suspension was
created in this solution via sonication. Next, the pH is lowered
by the addition of GdL, which results in the collapse of the
peptide molecules and the formation of a three-dimensional
peptide hydrogel network, encapsulating CNTs. The network
formation takes place via p–p and hydrogen bonding between
the peptide molecules as well as between the peptide molecules
and CNT sidewalls.31 Since the FF side chain is chiral, its
interaction with the CNTs is expected to induce chirality
dependent effects in charge transport.

Fmoc-FF (L) and (D) are chiral molecules that have a relation-
ship with each other of non-superimposable mirror images,
that is, they are enantiomers. In the presence of GdL, these
peptides self-assemble giving rise to fibrillar aggregates pre-
senting also supramolecular chirality. The CD spectra of these
fibrillar aggregates (Fig. 1(b); HT spectra in Fig. S2, ESI†) are
nearly mirror images showing the preservation of the enantio-
meric relationship in these supramolecular aggregates. There-
fore, the chirality of GdL is practically not interfering in the
supramolecular packing of the peptides. CD spectra of these
peptides have already been reported,32,33 showing the Cotton
effect at 220 nm (p - p* transition of the amino acids) and at
270–315 nm (p - p* transition of the fluorenyl groups), which
indicate superhelical arrangements. We have previously shown
that this supramolecular chirality is the one that dictates any
chirality dependent effect in the transport phenomena.8,29 For
the rest of the paper we will refer to Fmoc-FF(L) + GdL as ‘‘L’’
and Fmoc-FF(D) + GdL as ‘‘D’’.

The device is fabricated by transferring a slice of the gel
between photolithographically patterned Ni–Au contacts and
subsequent vacuum annealing, which results in a xerogel
structure, containing CNTs, contacted by the electrodes, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). It is to be noted that Au/Ni contact pads
are always covered with photoresist in order to prevent atmo-
spheric oxidation. The photoresist protection is removed just

Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of the two-terminal device. Magnetic field B is
perpendicular to the plane, and hence perpendicular to all the in-plane
(x–y) current paths. (b) CD spectrum of Fmoc-FF (L/D) hydrogels formed in
the presence of GdL. (c) Raman spectrum (532 nm laser), showing the
characteristic peaks of CNTs before and after functionalization. The inset
shows the shift of the G+ peak due to functionalization.
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before drop-casting the chiral materials. This procedure mini-
mizes Ni oxidation.

Charge transport in CNT networks has been extensively
studied in the past few decades and it is well-established that
it can be captured by a ‘‘heterogeneous’’ model.34–39 As shown
in Fig. 1(a), the tube interconnections, molecular attachments,
etc. act as potential barriers, localizing charge carriers in the
nanotubes. Carriers therefore experience multiple potential
barriers as they traverse from one contact to the other.34 At
low temperatures, carrier transport takes place via phonon-
assisted tunneling, whereas, at higher temperatures, it
becomes thermionic emission over the top of the barriers.
Earlier studies have shown that transport in such systems can
be modeled by variable range hopping (VRH).28,35,39–41 In our
system, charge transport is essentially the same, however, non-
helical chiral molecules (monomers) are attached on the CNT
walls, and the monomers can organize in helical supramole-
cular structures.29 The chiral potential arising from this supra-
molecular structure induces CISS spin polarization on the
electrons while they travel through the CNTs.28,29 It is to be
noted that in our system, the current flows through the CNTs.
The chiral molecules themselves behave as insulators, espe-
cially on the length scale used in this study, and hence direct
conduction through these molecules is unlikely.

Fig. 1(c) shows typical Raman characterization of Fmoc-FF
(L, D) + GdL functionalized CNTs. The primary peak (or, the G+

peak) occurs at B1590 cm�1 and originates from the long-
itudinal vibration of the hexagonal graphitic lattice of CNTs.42

The shoulder peak (or, the G� peak), occurs at B1550 cm�1,
and originates due to the tangential vibrations of the carbon
atoms, and is unique to the CNTs due to their cylindrical
geometry.42 Molecular attachments on the sidewalls suppress
the tangential vibrations and hence the relative intensity of the
G� and G+ peaks can be considered as an indicator of molecular
attachment. As seen from Fig. 1(c), compared to the non-
functionalized CNTs, the G� peak is significantly suppressed
after functionalization with Fmoc-FF. Other evidence of func-
tionalization includes the shift of the G+ peak location (Fig. 1(c)
inset), which occurs due to fractional charge transfer between
the CNTs and the molecules.42 Other relevant peaks are the
defect peak (or, D peak) at B1350 cm�1, which primarily occurs
due to the broken ends of the CNTs, and can contribute to the
potential barriers during charge transport, as discussed above.
Finally, radial breathing modes (RBM) are observed at B275 cm�1,
which occurs due to molecular vibrations that cause radial expan-
sion and contraction of the tubes.

Fig. 2(a and b) show the low temperature I–V characteristics
of samples with opposite chiralities, taken at �12 kG, and
represent the fundamental chirality dependent behavior of the
CNT networks. Each curve is the average of ten scans with error
bars shown in the insets. For all bias values, positive or
negative, the current magnitude at �12 kG is lower than that
at +12 kG for the L samples (insets of Fig. 2(a)). The opposite
behavior has been observed for the D samples in Fig. 2(b). As
discussed earlier, such responses are commonly considered as
the signature of the CISS effect, and clearly it manifests in the

transverse geometry in which the magnetic field B is perpendi-
cular to the sample plane. In this geometry, B is perpendicular
to all the current paths in the sample, thus eliminating the
EMChA effect. Nevertheless, the presence of a clear CISS signal
indicates that it originates from a different mechanism other
than EMChA. The observed chirality dependence and current
asymmetry between �12 kG rules out any spurious contribu-
tion from the Hall effect. As discussed later in this article, the
observed effect does not originate from the Au/chiral medium
interface either.

In these samples, the CISS signal is strongest (and signal-to-
noise ratio the highest) at low temperatures,28,29 and this is
consistent with many studies in the literature that reported
data from large area devices.8,10 The magnitude of the CISS
signal is also consistent with such studies.7,9,10 As shown in our
earlier work, the CISS signal weakens (and signal-to-noise ratio
worsens) as the temperature is increased.28,29 In this study,
therefore, we present data from the low temperature measure-
ments where the signal-to-noise ratio is the highest.

In a geometry such as Fig. 1(a), using the standard CISS
picture, chirality-induced spins are expected to lie in the x–y
plane. This is because spin unpolarized carriers are injected from
Au into the planar CNT network and the helical supramolecular
structures around the CNTs induce chirality dependent spins.
Since the Ni electrode is magnetized in the out-of-plane direction,
it is expected to transmit the planar spin components equally for
both +z and�z magnetizations, resulting in the same current and
hence zero CISS signal. Conversely, +z (or �z) spins are injected
from Ni into the planar CNT network. Since the CNTs are oriented
in different directions in the x–y plane, so are the superhelices
around the CNTs. As such, +z (or �z) spins have equal probability
to transmit through this medium, resulting in zero CISS signal.
However, as seen from Fig. 2(a and b), the currents are different and
the response is chirality dependent. This indicates the presence of
an out-of-plane component of spin generated by the chiral medium,
even though there is no net current in the z direction.

In general, the average carrier velocity along the transverse
direction should be zero, because there is no net bias in this
direction and the positive and negative velocity components
should cancel out. However, supramolecular chirality of the
medium may ‘‘favor’’ one spin component, while suppressing
the other, resulting in a spin dipole in the transverse direction.
This can lead to chirality-dependent response in the transverse
MC measurements.

As described in ref. 43, the magnetization direction of the
FM film dictates the tilt angle of the attached chiral/helical
molecules via spin–spin interactions. In the case of out-of-plane
magnetization, the tilt angle (defined as the angle between the
surface normal and the helical axis) is small, whereas it is large
for the in-plane magnetization. Since in our case FM magneti-
zation is out-of-plane, it can be argued that the chiral axis of the
molecules is close to the normal direction, making it the
preferred CISS direction and leading to an out-of-plane CISS
effect.

However, this explanation is unlikely in the present case. In
the case of the molecules,43 they spontaneously aggregate via
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self-assembly forces. FM magnetization affects the orientation
of the molecules during this self-assembly process. In our case,
however, the chiral molecules (especially the chiral side chains)
are strongly attached to the CNT walls via p–p interaction, and
the CNTs are arranged in the form of a planar network, and
hence the orientations of the molecules are not freely change-
able. Furthermore, in ref. 43 a thin layer of Au was used on top
of FM in order to facilitate the adsorption of the molecules. No

such scheme was used in our case. Thus, it is unlikely that
magnetization induced molecular organization determines the
preferred CISS direction in our case.

Ferromagnetic thin films, upon adsorption of chiral mole-
cules, may exhibit a reoriented magnetization direction,43 which
can therefore result in a spin detection axis that is different from
the surface normal. However, such magnetization reorientation
effects are limited to very thin FM layers (B1–2 nm),43 when

Fig. 2 (a and b) Non-linear I–V characteristics of the L and D functionalized CNT networks in the � 1 V range. As shown in the insets, the I–V
characteristics depend on the applied out-of-plane magnetic field (�12 kG), and have opposite dependences for L and D chiralities, which are the
signatures of the CISS effect. (c and d) I–V curves in a narrower voltage range of B�10 mV. The curves are still non-linear, and the difference between
the �12 kG curves is narrower than before (insets). (e and f) I–V curves in an even narrower voltage range of B�5 mV. The curves are almost linear in this
range. The insets show that the �12 kG curves have significant overlap, implying negligible dependence on the magnetic field in this range. All
measurements have been performed at 9 K.
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chiral molecules are freely self-assembled on top via an inter-
facial Au layer, as described above. Such effects are unlikely in
our case because of the much thicker FM layer (B100 nm), the
absence of any interfacial Au layer on top of FM and most
importantly, due to binding of the molecules with CNTs rather
than the metals.

The I–V curves show strong nonlinear behavior, especially in
the bias range of � 1 V, and exhibit antisymmetric dependence
on the bias, as discussed later in this paper. As mentioned
earlier, for a given chirality, Onsager’s reciprocity relation
should preclude any difference in the I–V curves between
+12 kG and �12 kG, as V - 0 (linear response range). To check
whether the observed transverse CISS MC satisfies this princi-
ple, we proceed as follows.

In Fig. 2(c and d), we show the I–V characteristics for both
chiralities at�12 kG in a smaller voltage range of B�10 mV. Even
in this small voltage range, the I–V characteristics indicate signs of
non-linearity. Compared to Fig. 2(a and b), we note from the
insets that the I–V curves at�12 kG are much closer to each other.
The error bars, however, are still distinct and non-overlapping,
implying a non-zero difference between the �12 kG scans.

Next, in Fig. 2(e and f), we show the I–V characteristics for
both chiralities at �12 kG in an even smaller voltage range of
B�5 mV. The I–V curves are almost linear in this range. The
insets show significant overlap between the �12 kG scans,
implying that the current values are virtually identical in
both cases. The above analysis clearly shows that the current
difference DI = I (+12 kG, +V) – I (�12 kG, +V) approaches zero as
V - 0 (linear range).

The above behavior is summarized in Fig. 3(a and b), which
show the magnitude of the current difference (|DI|) as a
function of bias for the L and D samples, respectively. We also
show the average error (computed as the average of the stan-
dard deviation values for � 12 kG scans) as a function of bias,
which serves as the ‘‘noise floor’’ for our measurements. At
higher bias, |DI| is clearly above the intrinsic noise level of the
samples, whereas as the bias approaches zero, |DI| decreases
monotonically. As shown in the insets, |DI| falls below the
average error level in the low bias linear range, and becomes
virtually undetectable. This clearly shows that as V - 0, DI - 0,
which is consistent with Onsager’s reciprocity relation. We note
that the instrumental limit of measuring current is B0.1 pA
(lower limit), which is much lower than the linear range current
values in these samples.

Linear region conductance values can be estimated as
follows. Since the I–V characteristics discussed above are nonlinear,
following ref. 19 we can expand them in a power series of V:

ID=Lð�m;VÞ ¼
X

i¼1;2;3:::
G

D=L
i ð�mÞVi

where D/L represents sample chirality.
In the linear range (small voltage), the above equation

simply becomes ID/L(�m, V) = GD/L
1 (�m)V. Fig. 3(c and d) show

the low bias I–V characteristics (average of ten scans) of the D

sample taken at +12 kG and �12 kG, respectively. In the low

bias range, the data points can be indeed fitted with straight
lines with slopes of GD

1(+12 kG) = 85.9 nS and GD
1(�12 kG) =

87.5 nS. Fig. 3(e and f) show similar analysis for the L chiral
sample and again we find linear fits with slopes GL

1(+12 kG) =
2.99 mS and GL

1(�12 kG) = 2.946 mS. However, as discussed
above, the differences between GD/L

1 (+m) and GD/L
1 (�m) are not

statistically significant, because the I–V curves have significant
overlap with each other (Fig. 2(e and f)). Therefore, we conclude
that DG1 = GD/L

1 (+m) � GD/L
1 (�m) - 0 as V - 0, hence satisfying

Onsager’s reciprocity relation in a CISS system.
The above analysis (Fig. 2 and 3) clearly shows the connec-

tion between transport non-linearity and CISS MC in a two
terminal device with one ferromagnetic contact. The CISS effect
vanishes in the linear range and gradually emerges as the bias
is increased and as the transport becomes more nonlinear. Ref.
14 highlighted the importance of energy dependent transport
and energy relaxation within the device for the MC effect to
manifest. Such a condition is naturally met in our systems
where transport is via phonon-assisted tunneling from site to
site as described above.

Linear response typically refers to small ‘‘perturbation’’ of
the equilibrium by a small voltage V, so that the current
response is linear with respect to the applied voltage.44 A
sufficient condition for linearity is qV o kBT, which is not
strictly satisfied under our experimental conditions, because
the minimum applied bias is B1 mV (I–V), which is slightly
higher than 0.78 mV (thermal voltage at 9 K). Although this
is a sufficient condition, it is not a necessary condition. In fact,
the response can be considered linear regardless of the
temperature if the I–V relation remains linear or the slope of
dV/dI is unaffected by bias.44 This is definitely the case in
Fig. 3(c–f).

The transverse CISS effect and its bias dependence can also
be examined via direct MC measurements. Fig. 4(a and b) show
typical MC curves, taken at 0.5 V bias, which clearly falls in the
non-linear range of transport as discussed above. A positive
background MC (symmetric relative to B) is present which
often appears in CNT networks at low temperatures due to
magnetic field dependent hopping phenomena.35,39,45,46 Most
importantly, consistent with the I–V data, the conductances
at +12 kG and�12 kG are unequal. In the case of L samples, the
conductance at �12 kG is lower than that at +12 kG, whereas
the opposite behavior is observed for the D samples.

To eliminate the symmetric positive MC background, in
Fig. 4(c and d) we show the conductance change DG (B), defined
as 1

2[G(B) � G(�B)], which saturates around � 8 kG, where the
magnetization of the Ni contact is also saturated. We note that
the conductance change as a function of B is sensitive to the
magnetization change at the ferromagnetic interface, instead of
the bulk, and interfacial magnetization can change gradually
with B. This could explain the gradual change of DG (B) around
the origin as B is varied. As shown in Fig. 4(c and d), the L and D

samples have opposite resistance switching behavior. Since the
Ni contact is magnetized out-of-plane, according to the con-
ventional description of CISS, the detected conductance change
must correspond to the spin components in the out-of-plane
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direction. Clearly, they exhibit the signature chirality depen-
dent behavior as well.

To investigate the effect of bias on DG (B), we have taken MC
measurements at multiple bias values of 0.3 V, 0.2 V and 0.1 V,
as shown in Fig. 4(e and f). DG shows a decreasing trend as bias
is reduced. This is clearly consistent with the earlier discussion
(Fig. 2 and 3) where we showed that the CISS effect gradually
disappears as the bias is reduced.

Fig. 5(a and b) show DG as a function of bias, computed
from the I–V characteristics at �12 kG as well as from the MC
measurements. In the case of I–V characteristics, each voltage

bias V (non-linear range) results in two distinct current states
ID/L (�12 kG, V) as shown schematically in the insets (following
Fig. 2(a and b)). Conductance difference DG is computed as ID/L

(+12 kG, V)/V � ID/L (�12 kG, V)/V. As can be seen from
Fig. 5(a and b), the magnitude of DG decreases as the bias is
reduced. The DG values computed from the MC measurements
match closely with those computed from the I–V measure-
ments, and confirm the validity of Onsager’s reciprocity prin-
ciple in the linear range. As discussed above, any apparent non-
zero DG value at zero bias is below the noise floor of our
measurements and hence is not meaningful.

Fig. 3 (a and b) CISS signal magnitude |DI| as a function of bias (V) for L and D functionalized samples, respectively. Average error for the current
measurements has also been plotted in each case. CISS signal magnitude |DI| increases with bias, but as shown in the insets, in the vicinity of zero bias, it
falls below the noise floor. (c and d) Linear range conductance measurements for D functionalized samples for �12 kG. The values are nominally identical,
considering the noise margin in this bias range. (e and f) Linear range conductance measurements for L functionalized samples for �12 kG. The values are
nominally identical, considering the noise margin in this bias range.
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As discussed before, the transverse geometry effectively
nullifies the EMChA in our setup. In order to detect the
presence of any trace amounts of this effect, we take a closer
look at the functional dependence of the CISS signal DI on bias,
in the intermediate bias range of B0.2 V. As discussed earlier,
EMChA can introduce a second order contribution to the
current, resulting in a diode-like behavior, which should man-
ifest in the intermediate bias range. Since G1(+m) = G1(�m),
using the power series expansions discussed above, we can
compute DID/L, defined as ID/L (+m, +V) � ID/L (�m, +V), which

will have the following form:19

DID=L ¼
X

i¼2;3;4;:::
DGD=L

i Vi

where DGi = Gi(+m) � Gi(�m), and DG1 = G1(+m) � G1(�m) = 0.
In Fig. 5(c and d) we show the even and odd components of

DI computed as (DI(+V) + DI(�V))/2 and (DI(+V) � DI(�V))/2,
respectively. The even component is negligible and is almost
non-existent in the intermediate bias range, which indicates

Fig. 4 (a and b) MC measurements on L and D chiral samples, respectively, in the non-linear range (B0.5 V bias). Both forward and backward field
scans are recorded. Chirality dependent MC asymmetry is observed, superimposed on a symmetric background positive MC signal. (c and d)
Elimination of the background MC signal and DG vs. B plots. (e and f) DG vs. B as a function of bias, showing that DG gradually decreases with
lowering bias.
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the absence of any trace amounts of EMChA in our setup. Thus,
the CISS effect exists even when EMChA is vanishingly small,
and hence this is unlikely to be the driving mechanism behind
CISS. The underlying mechanism should have an odd func-
tional dependence on the bias. Any small second-order con-
tribution at higher bias may arise due to dissimilar contacts (Au
and Ni) used in the measurement.

Finally, a comment about the role of the Au/chiral medium
interface is in order. Apparent local ferromagnetism has been
reported in gold surfaces capped with certain organic
molecules.47,48 This could arise from surface bonds between
the molecules and gold. If we consider the Au surface to be
ferromagnetic, then, combined with the Ni ferromagnet it
represents a ‘‘spin valve’’ structure. The magnetoconductance
response of such structures exhibits characteristic valleys when
the two magnetizations are antiparallel. However, in our case
we do not see that. Ref. 23 showed ferromagnetic hysteresis
using Au with chiral molecules on top. We note that the
thickness of the Au contact in this study is small (B15 nm),
and hence a layer of adsorbed chiral molecules on its surface
imparts soft ferromagnetism via spin–spin interaction. In con-
trast, our Au contacts are significantly thicker (B100 nm) and
the chiral molecules are primarily bonded with the CNTs, and
hence such effects are expected to be negligible.

Furthermore, in our case, we anneal the sample under
vacuum before any transport measurements. This step ensures
good ohmic contact and produces reproducible transport data.
This indicates that the carriers are directly injected into the
CNTs, rather than some ill-defined interface or ‘‘bad contacts’’.
The VRH transport behavior also suggests that the transport
data originates from the bulk, rather than the Au interface.
Thus, the observed phenomena must originate from spin
polarization accrued during bulk transport, rather than inter-
facial injection.

A final proof of the fact that the observed response origi-
nates from the bulk of the sample rather than the interface
follows from our earlier work where we showed that the device
response depends on the supramolecular chirality of the
medium.29 Supramolecular chirality is a long-range ‘‘global’’
order, rather than a short range ‘‘local’’ interfacial phenom-
enon. This proves that the device behavior reported in our work
does not originate from the Au/chiral medium interface.

In conclusion, we have investigated the bias dependence of
the CISS effect using carbon nanotubes functionalized with
chiral dipeptide molecules. A transverse measurement configu-
ration was chosen (unlike most common longitudinal config-
urations), in which the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
transport direction. This allows us to investigate transverse

Fig. 5 (a and b) Computation of DG from I–V data (details in the insets), and comparison with the MC data. A close match has been observed. (c and d)
Even and odd parts of the CISS signal DI in the � 0.2 V bias window (non-linear range). The even part is almost negligible, implying that the CISS signal
must have an odd functional dependence on the bias.
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CISS MC and its chirality dependence. This aspect of the CISS
effect has often been overlooked, because most studies focus on
the longitudinal MC effects. In addition, the transverse geome-
try also eliminates any contribution from the EMChA effect. We
showed that transverse MC exists, and exhibits tell-tale signa-
tures of the CISS effect, and it persists even in the absence of
EMChA. Finally, our bias dependent studies directly probed the
linear response region, and clearly showed that the transverse
CISS effect vanishes in the linear response regime (consistent
with Onsager’s reciprocity principles), and gradually manifests
at higher bias as the transport characteristics become increas-
ingly non-linear. The non-linear CISS signal has an odd func-
tional dependence on the applied bias, which may help identify
the possible underlying mechanism of CISS. The above obser-
vations are expected to be key ingredients for a self-consistent
theory of CISS MC.
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